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Learning Objectives in this Part of the Lesson

- Part 1 of case study ex3 shows how to use Flux operators `fromIterable()`, `flatMap()`, `map()`, `onErrorResume()`, `onErrorStop()`, `collectList()`, `filter()`, `onErrorContinue()`, & the parallel thread pool to create, reduce, multiply, & display BigFraction objects (a)synchronously

```java
return Flux
    .fromIterable(denominators)
    .map(denominator -> BigFraction
        .valueOf(Math.abs
            (sRAND.nextInt(),
            denominator)
        )
    )
    .onErrorResume(errorHandler)
    .onErrorStop()
    .collectList()
    .flatMap(list -> BigFractionUtils
        .sortAndPrintList(list, sb));
```
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- Part 1 of case study ex3 shows how to use Flux operators fromIterable(), flatMap(), map(), onErrorResume(), onErrorStop(), collectList(), filter(), onErrorContinue(), & the parallel thread pool to create, reduce, multiply, & display BigFraction objects (a)synchronously.

- It also shows the use of Mono operators like fromCallable(), subscribeOn(), firstWithSignal(), flatMap(), onErrorResume(), then(), & doOnSuccess()
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```java
public class FluxEx {

    /**
     * Create a random number generator.
     */
    private static final Random sRANDOM = new Random();

    /**
     * Test BigFraction exception handling using a synchronous
     * Flux stream.
     */

    public static Mono<Void> testFractionException1() {
        StringBuilder sb =
            new StringBuilder(">> Calling testFractionException1()\n");

        // Create a list of denominators, including 0 that will
        // trigger an ArithmeticException.
        List<Integer> denominators = List.of(3, 4, 2, 0, 1);
```
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